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About This Game

Support us at Kickstarter, if you want multiplayer and realistic controls!
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/2126998361/tankvr?ref=a0ugiw

TankVR is a open world arcade tank game, where you have to destroy all hostile tanks.
Inside the Menu you can familiarize the controlls of the tank.

On every map are AI tanks, some of them are hostile and some of them are friendly. The tanks are fully destroyable, e.g. the
turret can blow up and the tracks can be destroyed too.

To win the game, you have to destroy all hostile tanks. You can drive where ever want and how you want.
You are able to controll the whole tank ingame.

Challenge your friends, if you are brave enough.

Upcoming features:
- Multiplayer
- New maps
- New tanks

- Realistic battles
- Server leaderboard

Feel free to rate the game and leave some feedback.
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Title: TankVR
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Daniel Bedrich
Publisher:
dochengmedia
Release Date: 9 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-4570

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 980

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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One of my favourite games of all time. Seriously addictive and really puts an interesting take on Arthurian mythology and
legend. You can get some really interesting units too.. Perhaps if it were in EA, and alpha state, I could see a potential, for an
MMO, dungeon diving fun adventure. The problem is it's not Early Access, and it's incredibly unpolished. The idea has
potential, unfortunately this feels like a project that ended in the early stages, and trying to grab some money on the way out.

If you take this idea, MMO style, polish the fighting, add in grouping mechinism through steam, it could be really fun. As it
stands it feels like the bare minimum was put in to get something out the door.

The fighting, it's like a very early attempt at cloning your MMO style fighting, but with absolutely no polish, and the AI you can
kite back until they run in place and seem to get stuck.

The only thing I learned from this game, is I wish someone would come out with a game that would emulate the raids\/dungeons
of WoW, balance it so you can solo, or do like flex mode in WoW where you can add in randoms. You can even make the
trinity required, for groups...would def throw money at a game and dlc for more dungeons and raids.. As much as it pains me, I
can't recommend this game. I absolutely loved it back in the day and spend countless hours on it. However, sadly, the game
doesn't seem to like Windows 10 very much. Issues like; mouse off-center (Like way off the screen off-center), constant
unpredictable crashing. It can crash during intro video, menu, loading, during ''play'', while changing resolution etc...

Compatability mode, 16 bit color mode, high dpi, changing desktop resolution etc. all don't work. No official updates here, you
need to rely on unofficial patches, which don't work either.

It's not my hardware, cause I have these problems on both my mid-end laptop and high-end PC. The problem seems to be
Windows 10. For some people it does work on W10 for some reason. So, buying this is a gamble, but you can always refund.
Still, I have to give a Thumbs Down. This gem deserved more than this, but it makes sense. I mean... Activision.

Working P+C = 8/10
This buggy mess = 1/10
Activision = -10/10. Wanderlust Adventures is an amazing game. Easily one of the best coop action RPG experiences out there.
In many ways it feels like a throwback to the golden era of SNES action RPG's, but with modern day bells and whistles such as
online play (which there is a heavy emphasis on). The game is challenging and rewarding, and online setup is a breeze. The
game is also loaded with content, so you will have plenty to discover and achieve. Anyone who enjoys action RPG's or great
coop gameplay should definitely play this game!. Listen to the 8 girls' problems to help them overcome it.

12/10 would protect Karen again.. Starts really nice but falls off heavily somewhere in the middle; i got a feeling like the author
perhaps was trying to hastily wrap up something that was supposed to be a slightly bigger story, or just ran out of enthusiasm;
some "plot inconsistencies" were annoying too. Overall i'd say the book was not worth the time spent reading it, or, rather, the
feeling of disappointment after finishing it - i'd probably been better off reading almost anything else.
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Awesome game.. Just wish I had more space to play it :o. Bought the game a few days ago for myself and some friends and have
been enjoying it so far. Lots of puzzles and challenging gameplay. Takes some patience to get through but feels really rewarding
when you finally get through a level. From talking with the developer, the first level is the longest, so if you feel like that one is
too much for you, try out out one of the other ones.. Bought this game on impulse. Very happy with graphics and movement.
Extremely clean game. Combat is wonky and sometimes you can phase through a bump in the terrain and get stuck. Overall for
the hour I played I am extremely impressed with this release. Compared to Ark: Survival Evolved this game is beyond ahead of
what Ark was when it released as early access. Maybe some more friendly animals to make it more interesting ie. rabbits,
monkeys, whatever would be on an island. If you are a surival game fan pick this game up. It's going places.. Tested around 10
minutes.
First feeling : nice graphics. Really love crash animations like IRL.

Setup can't be easier with Taranis, tuning is limited but don't like to bother on this usually so it's pretty ok for me.

Physics is convicing but still need to be improved. Throttle isn't powerful enough (likely 3S or less).
Most of my crashes come from that point.

One map only, fun to play with but a bit small, you get LOS quite quickly.

Respawn function works great, You restart instantly. No god mode but very friendly at low speed.

Would love for next update :
- one or two more maps
- 4S Lipo flystyle
- Recording function (and share a flight on FB for instance)
- several frames and spare parts

Well done on this one !
Time to go back in the game and cut some trees ;). game is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 the dlcs also does not
work.

dont waste your money on this. if you really want to play it, i suggest buying it on a discount.
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